Columbia Beats Tech Varsity

Engineer Jayvee Crew Nipped By Half Length

Last Saturday on the swiftly flowing Harlem River in New York, two strong Columbia eights made a clean sweep of the last regatta of the season in which Tech participated. The Lion varsity crew showed themselves to be the strongest aggregation in the East as they triumphed over the M.I.T. eight by four lengths in the mile and three-quarter race, a half hour after the Columbia J. V. had defeated the Tech second boat by a half length in a nip and tuck battle.

In the varsity event, Columbia pulled away to a length lead by the end of the first minute and added to it when Tech's number three man caught a crab just before the mile marker. At the finish the Lions were easily in command of the situation and were not in the least threatened by the Engineer's desperate sprint.

J. V. Race Thriller

The J. V. race provided the thrill of the afternoon as the Tech boat overcame an early handicap to pull up even just before the final sprint. However the home crew put up a terrific finish to win.
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graphic Manager; and Charles V. Townsend, 2-47, Assistant Editor.

Issue Ready In August

Alfred J. Oxenham, 6-45, the present General Manager of Technique, expects the forthcoming issue to be ready for distribution about the first of August. Copies will be mailed to Seniors. Those who wish to buy copies may do so at the Technique office in Walker Memorial between 9:00 and 12:00 P. M. daily at a price of $5.00 per copy. All Seniors and especially those with outstanding write-ups are urged by the Technique to turn in their biographies promptly as these are delaying the progress of the make-up.

Tech Sailsors Win Triangular Meet

The Sailing Team triumphed in a triangular meet over Worcester Polytechnic Institute and Holy Cross last Sunday on the Charles River Basin, as they scored 146 points to W.P.I.'s 123 and Holy Cross' 82 points. Al LaFountain was high man of the day but behind him were Greenbaum, Black, Bromfield, Boll, Levine, High, and Powell each adding their points, toward the victory.

Chuck Bloomer and Leight Britte, sailing at Coast Guard in the McMillan Cup Preliminaries, qualified Tech for the finals in the McMillan Cup Regatta, the big boat-ownership of the Intercollegiate Yacht Racing Association to be held at West Hampton, Long Island, on June 23 and 24.

Scherer Wins Twice As Victor's Score 30 Points Runner-up Scores 15

Last Sunday morning at Briggs Field, Theta Chi swept the Beaver Key Track Meet as it compiled 30 points to 15 for Phi Gamma Delta and 13 for the S.A.E.'s. Stars in the track meet were the Scherer brothers, who accounted for 19 of Theta Chi's points as they took two firsts, two thirds, and led the relay team to an easy victory, and Dan Walsh of the Phi Gams who won the high jump with his first attempt in competition.

Rafe Scherer captured both the hundred-yard dash and the broad jump while his brother Rufe took thirds in the high and broad jumps. The relay team composed of the Scherers Bob Wilson, Scherer, and Walsh ran away with the 880-yd. relay in 1:40.6. The 440 resulted in a dead heat between Bob Wilson of Theta Chi and Marks of Sigma Chi as the latter finished fast to complete the lap in 58 seconds. Big Al Boissevain head of Sigma Chi was 11 inches to give Theta Chi five more points.

Scherer Shames Varsity

Several of the performances were startling to see. Rafe Scherer's time in the hundred-yard dash was better than that attained by members of the varsity squad while Don Walsh's spectacular high jump victory was the biggest surprise of the day. The Scherers Brother, Rafe Scherer made his winning jump at the start and declined to make any further tries. His confidence was justified as no one came within a foot and a half of his mark. The shot was settled in the first round when no one could even approach Boissevain's tremendous heave.

The summaries for the meet follow:

Summary

100-Yard Dash—Won by R. E. Scherer (Theta Chi); second, Trulman (Phi Delta, Theta); third, Wellard (Sigma Alpha Epsilon); fourth, Murray (Theta Chi), Time 10.8 sec.

400-Yard Dash—Tie for first, Wilson (Theta Chi) and Marks (Sigma Chi), Time 54 sec.

Broad Jump—Won by R. E. Scherer (Theta Chi); second, Forsythe (Sigma Alpha Epsilon); third, R. E. Scherer (Theta Chi); fourth, Craig (Phi Gamma Delta), Distance 16 ft. 1 in.

High Jump—Won by Walsh (Phi Gamma Delta); second, Schmidt (Phi Delta Theta); third, R. E. Scherer (Theta Chi); fourth, Forsythe (Sigma Alpha Epsilon); Distance 5 ft. 9 in.

Shot Put—Won by Boissevain (Theta Chi); second, Hill (Phi Gamma Delta); third, Hushmand (Sigma Alpha Epsilon); fourth, Walsh (Phi Gamma Delta), Distance 40 ft. 11 in.
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SUMMARY

100-YARD DASH—Won by R. E. Scherer (Theta Chi); second, Trefman (Phi Delta, Theta); third, Wellard (Sigma Alpha Epsilon); fourth, Murray (Theta Chi), Time 10.8 sec.

400-YARD DASH—Tie for first, Wilson (Theta Chi) and Marks (Sigma Chi), Time 54 sec.

BROAD JUMP—Won by R. E. Scherer (Theta Chi); second, Forsythe (Sigma Alpha Epsilon); third, R. E. Scherer (Theta Chi); fourth, Craig (Phi Gamma Delta), Distance 16 ft. 1 in.

HIGH JUMP—Won by Walsh (Phi Gamma Delta); second, Schmidt (Phi Delta Theta); third, R. E. Scherer (Theta Chi); fourth, Forsythe (Sigma Alpha Epsilon); Distance 5 ft. 9 in.

SHOT PUT—Won by Boissevain (Theta Chi); second, Hill (Phi Gamma Delta); third, Hushmand (Sigma Alpha Epsilon); fourth, Walsh (Phi Gamma Delta), Distance 40 ft. 11 in.